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Our responses are marked in italic and blue and were directly inserted below each comment.

1. Review comments and author’s response

We thank both referees for their constructive review comments which helped to further improve the manuscript.

1.1. Comments from Nicolaas van de Giesen

General
Nice paper that produces a very comprehensive way to correct for the effects of radiation and support structure on atmospheric DTS measurements. As such, it is a very useful addition to the rapidly growing literature on atmospheric applications of DTS. Especially the quantification of the conductivity error, and the fact that for the presented construction this turns out to be be negligible, are important.

Major comments
None.

Minor comments
In general, the authors seem to dislike the use of commas. Commas are not only known for their life saving properties ("Let’s eat, grandma.") but they also improve readability. Especially after introductory clauses, commas are very useful. Sometimes, the authors use them there (p2 l15, p3 l1) but I would suggest to put them throughout (p2 l14, p2 l30, etc)

In order to improve readability, we have inserted much more commas throughout the paper, especially after introductory clauses.

p2 l1: “the DTS”
We have corrected this write error.

p2 l16: Remove colon.
We have replaced the colon by a dot.
p2 l31: Remove colon.

*We have replaced the colon by a dot.*

p3 l28: There is a slight temperature dependence of Stokes as well.

*We agree that the Stokes signal slightly depends on fiber temperature, but much less than the anti–Stokes signal (van de Giesen et al., 2012). We have restated the sentence in our manuscript.*

p 4 15: Should be “reinforced”?

*With “reinforcing fabric column” we meant a column made of reinforcing fabric, which is now restated.*

p 4 15: Please provide make and type of the fabric or at least a description such that we can purchase a similar fabric (material, size of skeins, size of mesh, ...).

*Type and manufacturer of the reinforcing fabric were the following and have been included on page 4, line 5: maxit Armierungsgewebe PS, maxit Baustoffwerke GmbH, Krölpa, TH, Germany.*

p4 l13: Was this a tightly packed cable? Did it contain tensile strength elements such as Kevlar? The reason this is important is that later on you make the assumption that the cable is homogeneous. In addition to the actual glass fiber, were there other elements? Also, was the fiber bend–tolerant?

*The used fiber–optic cable was tightly buffered and bend–insensitive. This cable was composed of a 50 µm glass core, a glass cladding with 125 µm diameter, Kevlar fibers embedded in a buffer, and a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) jacket with 900 µm outer diameter. Since the used energy balance model was based on the assumption of a homogeneous cable, the material properties of the cable were roughly estimated using the arithmetic mean for the three components PVC, Kevlar fiber and glass (Table 2).*

p 5 l19: “in the laboratory” is a bit confusing. I assume you mean that at that sampling rate, the laboratory set–up gave an error of 0.04 K.

*Yes, that is correct. Now, the sentence is more precise.*

p 5 l25: Remove colon.

*We have replaced the colon by a dot.*

p 5 l32: That seems to be very inaccurate! You are shooting from two sides so I would have expected something much better. Is there any structure in this error or is it completely random (cannot be completely random as the order of measurements would be reversed etc). Any idea where this comes from? Did you use the speed of light assumed by the Oryx?

*The Oryx reported measurement positions in length along the fiber based on the speed of light, which is accurate. In order to compute the measurement heights above the surface, we attached cold packs to individual fiber sections at known heights and thus created a temperature minimum at respective lengths along the fiber. Some uncertainty resulted from the fact that the temperatures of two subsequent sampling intervals along the fiber are not completely independent from each other and consequently the created temperature minimum was not always defined sharply. The computed heights above surface were cross–checked by counting the number of fiber coils for each column. The cross–check indicated that the computed heights had an accuracy of approximately ±2 cm and ±10 cm for the lower and upper parts of the columns, respectively, because the fiber length between the lowest and uppermost computed heights differed by maximum 2 m from the counted fiber length. Although the actual measurement heights seemed to be inaccurate, the heights were accurate relative to each other.*

*The precision of the temperature signal depended on the direction of the DTS measurement. Due to the double–ended DTS configuration, the temperature profile had alternately a higher and lower precision because the columns were alternately located*
at the beginning and end of the overall measurement path. For this reason, subsequent measurements were averaged, which was done after transforming the measurement positions from length along the fiber into height above surface.

p8 l7: 10 should be 19

Yes, this was a mistake. We have replaced 10 by 19 in Eq. 7.

p 9 l5: Why is $U$ assumed the same as you measure wind speed at both sites?

The wind speed measured at $2.13 \text{ m}$ height above the lake was also used for $2.0 \text{ m}$ height at the meadow-column because wind speed was only measured at $17 \text{ m}$ height at the meadow site.

p9 l21: “predominantly” (interesting internet discussion on whether “predominately” is also ok, but why irk?)

We have replaced “predominately” by “predominantly”.

p10 l10: Not sure I can agree 100 %. In case of very low wind speeds, free convection will start to occur. It is not difficult to imagine that happening along the sunny side of the support structure. Eq 8 is then no longer the correct one to use. It would go too far to include this but a caution concerning free convection would be good to include here, such as “as long as free convection can be ignored.”

The parameterization of the convection heat transfer coefficient (Eq. (8)) can be used for a wide range of Reynolds numbers from $1 \text{ to } 10^6$ (Zkauskas, 1987). Since the onset of free convection is difficult to determine and we cannot guarantee that Eq. (8) is valid in the case of free convection, we have included the proposed caution “as long as free convection can be ignored”. In our experience, however, the parameterization provided reasonable results also for very unstable conditions.

p10 l25: It could very well be that your temperature measurement over the lake is better than over the meadow. The aspirated psychrometers may not be as great on sunny days as we often assume although one would then assume the model to underestimate the measured psychrometer values. More a loose remark than a recommendation.

At the meadow site, the corrected fiber temperature seemed to systematically underestimate the measured psychrometer values (Fig. 5g,h). Since this applied to both day and night, we do not think that the mismatch over the meadow is caused by the radiation error of the aspirated psychrometer. Instead, the mismatch could, at least partly, result from the fact that the DTS temperature at $2.00 \text{ m}$ height above the meadow was linearly interpolated because of the presence of an acrylic glass ring at that height, which introduced some additional uncertainty compared to the lake site.

p13 l2: It would be so much nicer to simply include the data set as additional material or as quotable dataset in a data depository.

We can make the data available using a data depository. Would you prefer raw DTS data or final corrected DTS data?

1.2. Comments from Referee #3

The paper describes analysis of radiation error of a specific implementation of fiber–optic Raman scatter DTS aimed at profiling temperature in the atmospheric surface layer. The DTS system with coiled glass fiber is supported with meshed fabric to keep the shape and mounted on a small masts of ~3m and ~5m heights to profile air temperature in two locations over ground and water. Radiative heating and cooling of such structure is non–negligible, thus, in order to measure temperature of the air corrections for these effects are necessary. Detailed analysis of these corrections is the core of the paper. The authors developed and tested a simple energy balance model of the measurement system. This model allowed to estimate temperature corrections. The temperatures retrieved after correction (using two slightly different models accounting
or not accounting for heat conduction) were compared to air temperatures measured by reference thermometers at 2m height indicating a reasonable agreement. The proposed approach is a step forward in temperature profiling the atmospheric surface layer and the paper is suitable for AMT, but requires enhanced discussion before final acceptance.

Remarks.

1) Discuss, please, briefly, time response to variations in solar radiation and wind velocity – might be important for variable solar fluxes due to cloudiness and fluctuating wind speeds. Is it possible that some of the noise in Ta-Tf results from effectively different filtering (averaging) of Ta and Tf?

The energy balance model was run on an 10 min basis. For both the reference temperature $T_A$ and the DTS temperature $T_f$, 10 min averages are shown in Fig. 5. In comparison, the conductive time scale of the radial heat transfer within the fiber–optic cable is approximately 1.1 s (Thomas et al., 2012), i.e. temperature changes due to variations in solar radiation and wind speeds are captured quickly. For the reference thermometers, the response time is also smaller than the averaging time of 10 min. Therefore, an effectively different filtering (averaging) of $T_A$ and $T_f$ is not responsible for the noise in $T_A - T_f$. Since this noise was mainly observed over the meadow, it could result from the fact that the DTS temperature at 2.00 m height above the meadow was linearly interpolated because of the presence of an acrylic glass ring at that height.

2) Fig. 5 documents a systematic offset between DTS and reference temperatures over a meadow and underestimate of an amplitude of correction over a lake. Behavior of the proposed corrections seems to be dependent on the localization of the measurement site. Discuss more, please, taking into account different reference thermometers in both localizations. Do you have a crude idea which terms in the energy balance model contribute mostly to these differences?

On 8 April, a relatively good agreement between modeled and measured temperatures compared to the subsequent two days was found, especially above the lake (Fig. 5f,h). On 8 April, the sky was covered by more clouds compared to the other days. Thus, the energy balance model may be sensitive to uncertainties in the terms for shortwave and longwave radiation. In contrast to the meadow site, the outgoing longwave irradiance was not directly measured at the lake site but parameterized via the Stefan–Boltzmann law. Uncertainties in estimating the water surface temperature from the DTS measurements may substantially contribute to temporary under- or overestimation of the radiation error at the lake, especially in the non–stationary transition periods between day and night and for little wind–induced mixing of the water. The lower accuracy of the reference temperatures from the ultrasonic anemometer over the lake compared to the aspirated psychrometer over the meadow could also play a role. However, this would rather cause an offset than temporary under- or overestimation of the radiation error at the lake.

Over the meadow, the model seemed to systematically overestimate fiber temperatures although the aspirated psychrometer provided accurate reference temperatures and we corrected for an instrument–specific offset between DTS and reference temperatures. The overestimation of the fiber temperature could result from an underestimation of the fiber emissivity, which would especially reduce the emission of longwave radiation, and an underestimation of the fiber albedo, which would enhance the absorption of shortwave radiation. However, this does not seem to be the only reason because a similar systematic offset could then also be expected over the lake, which was not the case. The uncertainties resulting from the assumption of an identical wind velocity at both locations and from linear interpolation of the DTS temperature at 2.00 m height above the meadow because of the presence of an acrylic glass ring at that height, could also contribute to the offset between model and measurement over the meadow.

2. Author’s changes in the manuscript

C7

C8
We have adopted the suggestions of the referee comments or restated respective sentences and paragraphs in order to be more precise. A marked-up manuscript version is supplemented to this author comment.
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